sets which oscillate from basis to nonbasis to basis or from nonbasis to basis to nonbasis under finite perturbations of the sets.
Introduction.
A number is a positive integer,, A set is a set of numbers.
If A = ftf-l1*, is a set such that every sufficiently large number n can be written in the form n = a. + a . This Lemma will be applied frequently; in particular, Au = U^=i"fe u/^J will always denote the set constructed from a set Q = \2q, -t lllT-i satisfying Suppose that A\\a (2)}f £ is a basis. Let (7, = \u.'}°c_l be a subsequence of f, of density 1/3 such that u^) = u(2) for /' < s,. Then A\{a j ," is 2 y j j ' -2 x u u eu 3 not a basis, and so there is a number s, > s such that 2(A\{a (i)\sl.)/ 2iA\[au(2)\s2l). Continuing inductively, we obtain either a finite set U" such that A\\au\u€lj is a nonbasis, or a sequence of integers s2 < s, < s < . , . , and a sequence of sets U2 ^>U, Df7 , D • • • such that (i) U has density l/n;
(ii) If"l/ ={«(")r ,, then u{n)=u(n+1) for ;<s : But V = V, for infinitely many k, and, for each of these k, the number 2qk + 1 4 2(A UC). Therefore, A UG is a nonbasis.
But if \G\ > s, then
A CJ G is a basis. Ak = 'kuh'j{2cik+1-b\h£Bk and 6 * 6. for v e VJThen A = Ufe=2^ife nas a^ °^ tne desired properties.
We are not able to construct a set that oscillates infinitely often from basis to nonbasis to basis to nonbasis... . The existence of such infinitely oscillating sets can be proved by a probabilistic method. This will be discussed in a later paper.
Note added in proof. We have constructed a set which oscillates infinitely often from basis to nonbasis to basis... as random elements are successively deleted from and added to the set. This is a special case of
